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1. Introduction
This portfolio is anticipated in improving student learning, documenting, assessing and making
visible of teaching as part of the Peer Review Teaching Evaluation program at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln. This portfolio is developed for AE 2250 course (Construction Graphics &
Design) through a series of steps to identify the course objectives or concerns; design activities
to address these concerns/meet the objectives; determine means and methods to assess the
effectiveness of the designed activities and/or outcomes of the objectives on the different
aspects of teaching: intellectual content, teaching practices, and student understanding. These
essays are integrated into reflective document or portfolio in empowering teaching style,
organizing the curriculum and learning objectives in continuous improvement and design of the
next version of the course.

2. Overview
Construction Graphics and Design (AE 2250) is a second year course offered in the Durham
School of Architectural Engineering and Construction (DSAEC) as core course of the
Architectural Engineering program. Primarily, the course is intended for Architectural
Engineering (AE) students with the goal of introducing students to construction graphics in
better understanding and reading of construction drawings, descriptive geometry and drawing
conventions; use of computer applications such as Computer Aided Design (CAD); and
conceptual review of engineering design and problem-solving processes where the course is
offered in both Omaha and Lincoln campuses once a year. However, with the advancement in
digital technology, the evolvement and integration of the design and construction industry and
the fact that three programs; Architectural Engineering (AE), Construction Engineering (CONE)
and Construction Management (CM) laying under the same umbrella has led the school’s
perspective to shift gears in equipping our students with up-to-date knowledge and information
where they will be competitive and rank on top in the engineering and construction industry.
With this respect, the course goal, its content and target audiences are in the transformation
process where it can introduce students to Building Information Modelling (BIM) which can be
offered twice a year for the College of Engineering in both campuses.
Currently, students ranging from architectural engineering, construction engineering,
construction management and civil engineering including freshman, sophomores and juniors
are the target audience. Enrollment in the course does not require any prerequisites. The
course is now being offered in both campuses twice a year starting Fall 2015. However, the
course is offered as Introduction to BIM (CM 2250) in the Fall Semester and Construction
Graphics and Design (AE 2250) in the Spring Semester to meet students need and ABET
accreditation purposes. Although these two courses have the same goals, eventually they are
expected to be cross-listed and offered as one course considering the fact that both use the
same content and syllabus and as such the course title “Construction Graphics and Design” can
be at times misleading. Presently, the course is being taught by two faculties in collaboration
with an industry fellow. Typically, there are three sections with approximately fifteen to thirty
3

students in each section where one faculty is responsible for two sections and another faculty
being responsible for the third section. The industry fellow comes in as-part time and/or coteaches with faculties which is a great addition to the faculty in providing students with real life
experience and hands on practice. The course is offered twice a week with a total of four hours
and thirty minutes’ contact hours. The course is designed with the intention of providing one
hour and forty minutes’ lecture and the remaining hours for laboratory sessions where students
can practice on computer application and perform in-class exercises. Appendix A and Appendix
B show the course syllabus and schedule for Spring 2016. The goal of this course portfolio is to
re-design and modify the course in introducing our engineering and management students to
Building Information Modelling (BIM) that aligns with the Architectural/ Engineering/
Construction industry and socio-economic trends which will suit all students and the School and
College’s vision and effort.
This transition process has been interesting and challenging at the same time in setting goals
and objectives to meet various stakeholders’ needs especially from student’s perspective,
faculties, departmental and college level. Teaching the course for the first time in Spring 2015
has opened my eyes to re-design the course where I faced challenges or per se weaknesses and
keep the ones that turned positive in terms of student learning goals, objectives, assessment
methods and techniques. As part of this effort, one of the challenges associated with the
course, as mentioned earlier is the wide student audience. Since the course is originally
designed for Architectural Engineering (AE) and the concept and utilization of BIM is more
practiced by designers and consulting engineers, the course goals weighed more on the AE side
of building or vertical design where even one of the major assessment techniques used in the
course was a final project of designing an architectural building that comprised of 40 percent of
student’s final grade. However, in reality, BIM is practiced by wide variety of engineers and
students including civil engineers and construction managers which I have seen a less interest.
With this challenge, one of the course goals I would like to address in this design is to
“Introduce the use of BIM in structural (ST), mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) works
and applications in real world”.
Secondly, students’ perception of the class is more about computer applications and enhancing
their soft skills. For example, the course uses BIM software program called Autodesk Revit®
which is one of the commercial products of Autodesk. However, in reality once students join
the industry, they will be working with various types of commercial BIM products including
Autodesk, Bentley and Rhino provided by multiple vendors and depending on the engineering
firm they will be employed at. At this course, we would like to change this understanding and
perception by “Illustrating BIM is a process rather than a software product or tool”. Thirdly, the
diverse student background and major makes it more fun and there is a need to take advantage
of this opportunity. With the engineering and construction industry comprises of various
stakeholders which highly involves team work to succeed in a project. In this course design, the
intent is to “Promote team-work in advancing their communication, public speaking and
leadership skills”.
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Fourthly, currently a system is not in place to track student performance and document their
efforts except the typical course exams. In this portfolio, it is planned to “Incorporate innovative
means to track and analyze student performance”. Fifthly, in a typical scenario, students’
feedback is obtained after the semester is done. This is late to make any changes or improve
the teaching means and methods. Thus, there needs to be a mechanism to understand their
needs and meet their expectation. This course will “Facilitate in developing a system to
understand students need throughout the semester based on their background and requirement
that aligns with the course learning goals and objectives”. In this portfolio, various teaching
methods and means will be implemented to improving student learning outcomes and tracking
and analyzing student performances in lieu of improving the course for upcoming semesters.
The following section describes the objectives in detail and how it will address the objective
through a design of a course activity, discusses the assessment techniques and how the
assessment will impact student learning outcomes.

3. Course Design & Teaching Methods
The course is designed to address some of the research questions based on the course activity
that will be conducted during the semester associated with the assessment techniques that will
be employed along with the impacts the assessment will have on student learning. In this
portfolio, seven activities are designed as primary teaching methods to address current
concerns and/or questions.
3.1 Method 1: How do I create a collaborative environment in promoting one of the learning
objectives: understanding BIM as a process rather than a software tool?
a. Course Activity: Students will research on various BIM topics and prepare a 15-minutes
presentation to share their findings at the start of the class where each member of a
group is required to speak. These topics include "What is BIM, A BIM Case Study, Why is
BIM good for Designers? Owners? Contractors? Quantifying BIM, The Legal Challenges
of BIM, Why BIM is Failing? and Global BIM and Where is BIM going?" The students will
be grouped randomly based on their last name to foster working with a class mate they
may have never met. Appendix C shows the student group and their BIM topics which
are presented on a weekly-basis. In addition, lectures are designed to instruct the BIM
process and construction management aspects which ranges from specifications and
contract documents to project delivery and design process.
b. Assessment Technique: The presentation will be evaluated by the professor and the
teaching assistant through a rubric to assess their efforts based on four items: i) the
content of their work (logic and understanding of their findings); ii) how it is organized
(includes introduction, body, conclusions, references); iii) the clarity of their
presentation (easy to read and uses graphics), and iv) their ability to answer questions
(how well they address them). Refer to Appendix D for sample group presentations and
the rubric used for assessment.
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c. Impact: This will allow me to synthesize their understanding of BIM based on the
questions they will be asked from the floor and the amount of effort they have put in to
learn about the process. In addition, this will allow me to evaluate the student’s team
work and project collaboration in understanding the concept and their findings. This will
also help me assess student’s communication skill and speaking in front of a design
team.
3.2 Method 2: How do I meet the various student audiences need and keep students excited
about the class?
a. Course Activity: Three activities will be involved to address this concern i) Experts or
industry speakers will be invited in the form of seminars and guest lectures. In this
activity, multiple speakers from respected design and engineering and construction
firms including Leo A Daly, Kiewit and International Masonry Institute (IMI) will bring
their skills and real-world experience in structural (ST), mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing (MEP) and construction works associated with BIM. ii) Research journals and
up-to-date articles on BIM will be given as special assignments and group discussions. iii)
Videos of cutting edge technology will be shown. A sample of the guest lectures is
attached as Appendix E. These guest lectures are assessed as integral part of the quizzes
and exams where a few questions will be incarnated from the lectures. In addition, the
students are expected to write a one-paragraph summary for each article which will be
graded as part of an in-class exercise/homework. Upon submittal, there will be a group
discussion about the articles and what they have learned from it. An example of a video
and reading assignment is shown in the following hyperlinks:
https://vimeo.com/107291814
http://www.pocket-lint.com/news/126681-google-x-explained-what-s-really-going-onat-google-s-secret-lab
b. Assessment Technique: A separate assessment technique is not designed as it is part of
the quizzes and exams except their writings which will be assessed based on submittal.
c. Impact: This will provide me an understanding of students thinking process and linking
the subject with the learning goals and objectives. In addition, this will give
opportunities to look into research activities and real world applications by extending
their knowledge beyond BIM.
3.3 Method 3: How do I make sure that students have met their expectations and the learning
goals?
a. Course Activity: Use pre, during and post survey: The best way to meet students’
expectations and the learning goals of this course is to first understand their
backgrounds and know where they are on day 1. The pre-survey will assess the students
6

background, name, major and experience through a brief biographical information. This
pre-survey is provided as the first assignment of the semester. Secondly, conducting
one-one meetings, discussing and interacting with them to identify what they expect to
learn from the class is beneficial to shape the course that aligns with the learning goals.
Thirdly, a series of surveys (during and post-survey) is necessary to follow up with the
students and I, if we are all on the same page. This second survey will be performed
through the middle of the semester to get student feedback on how the semester is
going and if they like the teaching methods, course materials and work load. It will also
ask students to a set of questions ranging from the pace of the class to listing the things
they enjoy in the class, things they think needs improvement or want to learn and how
many hours they spend on the class. Refer to Appendix F and Appendix G for
illustrations of the pre- and mid-survey. The post survey will be part of the course
evaluations that students perform at the end of the course.
b. Assessment Technique: A quantitative and qualitative analysis will be used to analyze
the findings in meeting student needs and expectations.
c. Impact: The pre-survey will allow me to know the students name and background on
the second week of class to create a good relationship right at the start of the semester
and understand their experience and levels in designing the course. The during-survey
will help me understand students need and shift my gears to adjust the pace of the
class, keep the things students liked and change some methods that needs
improvement for the remaining of the semester. The post-survey will be a great
feedback on how the semester went and make the necessary changes and adjustments
for the upcoming semester. However, it should be noted that, the post-survey may not
be included in this portfolio as it might take some time to get all the feedback by the
time this work is compiled.
3.4 Method 4: How do I make sure that students apply what they have learned in class and
during demonstration of the lab session?
a. Course Activity: This course highly involves the use of Autodesk Revit software. In a
typical setting, students seem to understand or node their head if they have understood
the course material and the modeling aspect when demonstrating various function of
the program. However, students have the tendency not to ask questions where they are
not clear due to a number of reasons including being shy or thinking that it is not a good
question or feel like they can figure it out by themselves or will ask their friend after
class. In order to avoid this scenarios, individual in-class exercise and assignments will be
offered weekly right after the lecture where they will have to submit by the end of the
class unless the exercise is lengthy and they have to turn it in on the next class. This will
allow students to get hands on experience by working on in-class exercise or without
taking it home and trying to find time work on it before the due date. I always believe
that practice will make anyone perfect. An example of a typical exercise is shown in
Appendix H.
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b. Assessment Technique: A quantitative evaluation of their weekly exercise will be made
based on a rubric that is created to easily identify the goals of the exercise and make
sure that they learned the ideas that we want them to know as part of the learning
goals. The rubric is inserted in Blackboard so that students will see their efforts and how
they are evaluated to create a more transparent evaluation system. Figure 1 and Figure
2 show an example of a rubric in a grid and list view.

Figure 1 In-Class Exercise 1 Rubric Example (Grid View)

Figure 2 In-Class Exercise 2 Rubric Example (List View)
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c. Impact: This will allow catching up any difficulties that they faced and experienced while
working on their exercise and we can go through it in the upcoming class before moving
to the next subject. This will also help me in identifying how I am conveying the
intended message efficiently. In addition, the in-class exercise will allow to interact with
the student and work one-on-one in helping them out with their understanding and
learning the course.
3.5 Method 5: How do I evaluate my students understanding of BIM and the materials covered
in class?
a. Course Activity: In order to assess if students are following up with the course materials,
2 quizzes and 2 exams are designed that is spread through the semester. The quizzes
consist of multiple choice, brief answers, fill in the blanks and matching on material that
are covered prior to the quiz date. The exams consist of two sections: a written part and
modeling part. The written part covers lecture notes and has a similar content to the
quizzes, while the modeling part will cover the lab session and working on Revit model.
The modeling section are also designed similar to the in-class exercises. Appendix I
illustrate an example of a quiz and exam along with a revision of contents.
b. Assessment Technique: A quantitative evaluation is made based on an answer sheet
developed for the quizzes and written part of the exam, and a rubric for the modeling
part of the exam that is similar to the in-class exercise.
c. Impact: Even though I believe exams and quizzes may not be the most practical way of
evaluating a student’s performance, this course activity and assessment will be more of
a standard form of evaluation to determine how well students are performing and
understand the materials that are covered in class. Students can perform well in in-class
exercises, participate and put the time and efforts, but may not do good in exams and
similarly, students who do not perform well in class may do a better job in exams. Thus,
quizzes and exams will help in determining who is doing well and who is not and
understanding the student better and see if they need help.
3.6 Method 6: How do I track if students are using and accessing the course materials and
exercises posted for them?
a. Course Activity: Materials were prepared in PowerPoint to assist students in following
up the lecture and labs. A Blackboard (BB) feature is used in tracking measures to see
how many students have accessed the lecture notes, labs, assignments and
announcements, and determine when they accessed it and at what time.
b. Assessment Technique: A blackboard statistical analysis and reporting is used to assess
the tracking.
c. Impact: This will justify if students have put the required amount of time and efforts to
go through course materials and at what stages students accessed them.
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3.7 Method 7: How do students learn about modeling and appreciate the difference between a
2D/3D CAD model and a parametric object model in BIM?
a. Course Activity: Students can learn about the BIM model and appreciate the difference
by designing a final project. Primarily, before jumping into the final project, students are
put into groups using CATME (Comprehensive Assessment of Team Member
Effectiveness) a web-based survey to collect data on team-member effectiveness. This
tool is implemented with a focus to develop student teams that will work together and
help each other out throughout the semester even though the final project is an
individual work. This tool helped in making the team by matching different backgrounds,
majors, level of BIM knowledge, and gender. Figures 3 - 5 shows a screenshot of CATME.

Figure 3 CATME Activity Editor

Figure 4 CATME Student Textual Data
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Figure 5 CATME Student Categorical Data

Once the student groups are assigned, the final project is assessed through multiple efforts.
Primarily, there are three project progresses throughout the semester where students are
expected to meet certain deliverables at each point. Then, the student is expected to prepare a
report, final design and present his work to the client as final exam at the end of the semester.
The intent of the project progress is to keep the student work on their final project by inputting
new additions and features into their projects as they learn every week. One of the traditions
practiced by students say either a homework, a project or an exam is to work at the last minute
when the due date is approaching. This approach will allow the student to work on their
projects throughout the semester and implement what they learned right away. In addition,
with the critical learning objective of this course is to teach the student that BIM is a design
process that follows a progressive procedure that entails discussions, brainstorming, and
researching in coming up with a good final product and rather not just a software where you
put together in one night.
Project
The intent of the project is to design and construct a new 3-story Architectural Engineering
building that is adjacent to the Peter Kiewit Institute (PKI) building as PKI is approaching
capacity and new space is required. The new spaces are to be designed for adaptability and
flexibility for future research and learning concepts. It should also incorporate innovative
processes for taking the “pulse” of the built environment to test and monitor effects on
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building systems and the human experience. Special attention is necessary to develop social
and collaborative spaces for students and faculty, a vibrant and active place encouraging
students to stay. Containing portions of science and focusing on sustainability the building
should make use natural sunlight, as well as the latest in high tech infrastructure and amenities.
The detailed objectives and purpose of the project, facility requirement, space needs and
functionality is attached as RFP in Appendix J.
i.

Project Progress I

Students are required to start working on their project with a rough sketch and refine it before
modeling it on Revit program. Once they have an approval of their sketches, they can start
working with Revit model by adding exterior walls and choosing main entrance to come up with
an approximate required total area of the building based on the RFP. In this progress, the
student is required to deliver a refined sketch, floor plan level with at least one main entrance
and a floor plan (Revit model) as deliverable.
ii.

Project Progress II

Based on the input they receive from Project progress I, students need to modify their sketches
and models in Revit. In addition, the student is expected to continue working on its model. In
this project progress, the student is expected to place interior walls, doors, windows and
curtain walls; put structural gridlines, reference planes, levels and columns; install stairs, roofs
and ceilings. Additional points will be given if the student incorporates different views with
respect to elevations and sections.
iii.

Project Progress II

In this progress, the student will continue working on their project and include everything that
is expected of project progress II with the addition of floors, lightings, dimensions, site
topography and site components. Elevations and sectional views are a must at this stage. A
floor plan with half furnishings should also be incorporated in this progress. The three project
progresses and its deliverables are attached as Appendix K.
b. Assessment Technique: A quantitative assessment will be made using a rubric that is
developed to cross check each deliverables at the various project progresses. In
addition, a rubric is also designed to evaluate the overall project, final report and
presentation. Appendix L illustrates the rubrics.
c. Impact: The group making will allow in creating matchup of students and work as a
team, while the project progress will help in continuous tracking of the students and
makes sure the student is not left behind and trying to catch up at the last minute.
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4. Analysis and Findings
4.1 Background and Pre-Survey Analysis
One of the primary activities that was performed to assess the various course activties are
making up of team and determining the background of students through a pre-suvey. Based on
the CATME team maker, the class is made of 10 males and 3 females, with racial distribution of
52% whites, 11% hispanic and 5% native and black each respectively. Of the class, 6 are
freshman, 3 are sophomore and juniors each and 1 senior where these students comprise of
three majors: architectural engineering (23%). Thes students BIM experience range from zero
to two to three years with the majority (46%) have no or less than one year experience working
with BIM, while 5 students (23%) have 1-3 years eperience. It is important to note that 4
students (23%) did not respond to the survey. The student distribution statistics which is
generated by CATME and the team-maker results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Figure 6 Student Distribution

The distribution is fair enough where you will see a group has a combination of students with
diverse background such that a team consists of a female, a different race, major, college level
and BIM experience. This classification greatly enhances team work by promoting
communication and team building skills based of the fact that the design and construction
industry consists of multiple stakeholder and parties that are involved through a project
lifecycle. This will allow students brainstorm ideas and criticize their work and helping each
other in their final projects which is the intent of this activity.
Based on a pre-survey, students come from various backgrounds. The majority of the students
are local students from Omaha area except few students that are from Oklahoma, Minnesota,
Mexico and Togo. Half of the students have somehow worked in construction related works
(concrete works, carpentry, remodeling and maintenance) while others do not have any
13

experience. The reason they joined the course range from being a core for their major and
professional career and line of work; learning the basic of architectural engineering,
understanding new systems and building programs and they expect to learn a lot from the
course. Some students have experience working in CAD or construction graphics and design in
high school, while some have worked on Rhino 3D program.

Figure 7 Teams

Although most students are full-time students, the setting is more of non-traditional as
students have either transferred from community colleges or work full or part-time in the
Omaha campus. Few students have changed their major from petroleum engineering to civil
engineering and electronic engineering to architectural and construction engineering. Their
extracurricular activities range from playing various sports (football, baseball, soccer, hockey,
gym, hiking) and reading books to participating in robotic competitions, working on cars,
watching TV shows and playing video games and music instruments. An example of the
biographical information that was designed as homework is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 Biography

4.2 Research Topic, Quiz and Exam Analysis
One of the activities that was designed to promote the understanding BIM as a process rather than
a software tool is researching on a BIM topic. The different student groups presented their
work based on the schedule they were provided. The assessment for the project presentation
were beyond my expectation was quite impressed. Students shared their findings based on
case studies, research projects, actual projects on the BIM related topics they were assigned.
Overall, the students have prepared well and can see that they have to put good efforts in
terms of the content, the organizations and the use of graphics and videos. In addition,
students were active and asking questions in which the presenters addressed the questions
well that was coming from their peers. Minor suggestions that could be improved in their
presentations were the organizations of some slides lack clarity and are cramped which makes
it hard to read and few students were directly reading from their slides which shows their
unpreparedness.
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Figure 9 Project Presentation Grade

The grade distribution came up to be fairly above 25 points out of 30 points with average score
of 27.5, minimum of 23 and maximum of 30. This points were 15% of their overall grade. It
should be noted that some students presented solo due to the small class number. Figure 9
shows the grades distribution of the various groups.
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Figure 10 Quiz Result

As discussed in the course activity, quizzes were offered to evaluate if students are following up
with the course materials and lectures offered in class. Figure 10 shows the results of two
quizzes. The results show that students performed well in Quiz 1 with a maximum grade of 20
points, minimum of 6, average of class being 13.7 as compared to Quiz 2 which has a maximum
grade of 17 points, minimum of 4, average of class being 12.4. On average, there is a 6% decline
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in student performance. The results are somewhat consistent in such a manner that student’s
performance are relatively similar or within a close range for both quizzes except a couple of
students who either have a lower (student #1 with 65% decrease) or higher grade (student #8
with 50% increase) than quiz 1.
A second assessment used in measuring student performance was exams. The results of exam
is shown in Figure 11. In exam 1, students performed well in the modeling section as compared
to the written section which have equal weightage of 50%. Students scored a max of 45 points
and a minimum of 12 points for the written part, while a maximum of 50 points and minimum
of 12 points was scored for the modeling part. Overall, the students did well with an average
score for exam 1 was 77.63%. The student that scored the lowest is a student who did not
pursue the course as he is an exchange student who would like to change his major and did not
finish up the course. Students were not very fond of the writing and the quizzes as I later found
out during the mid-term or during survey feedback which will be discussed in the next analysis
section.
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Figure 11 Exam I Grade

The second exam has a similar content except the fact that the modeling part has more weight
with 80% and the written part has 20%. This is due to the fact that the course is designed to
focus more on the modeling side as compared to the lecture. Based on the analysis, students
have done a decent job in their models meeting the required tasks of adding a sub-region and
placing parking lots, trees, placing 18” soffit wall, incorporating stacked wall, and creating a
table family. Based on their grades, the students average grade was 77.9 out of 80, maximum
grade of 80 and minimum of 62 with standard deviation of 5.17. Their grade was much
improved than exam 1 with respect to the modeling part.
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Figure 12 Exam 2 Grades (Model)

However, students have scored lower when it comes to the written part with a maximum score of 18.5
out of 20, minimum of 0, average score of 12.1 which has a standard deviation of 6.4. Six students have
a grade above 80%, while three students are in the range of 60-80% and five students are below 50%.

Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the statistics and distribution of exam 2 model and written part
respectively.
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4.3 Mid-term Evaluation & Content Usage Analysis
A mid-term evaluation resulted in acquiring some feedback how the first-half the semester
went. Some of the things that students enjoyed about this class include the independence,
freedom and small class size to make an own and free design that fosters creativity (4), the
application of what they learn through in-class exercises, designing and understanding the
building process which provides hands-on experience (3), working on project all semester (2),
the professor knowing their name, flexibility and getting help which allow to interact with him
(4) and the designs and presentations with feedback were informative (2). In regards to the
pace of the class, 86% of the students agree it’s the right one while 14% feel it is sometimes fast
or lectures are long. More than 90% of the students seem to like the teaching methods, course
materials provided and the work load associated with the course.
Some of the lists that students mentioned as an improvement of the class or things they would
like to learn in the remaining semester were having a clearer and detailed RFP for final project
(2), better help with questions (1), incorporation of mechanical or structural component of
Revit (1), ease on lecture quizzes (2) and provision of more time to work on projects (2).
Students spend on average spend 6 hours outside class to work on class materials and their
design (Figure 14). Additional comments that were provided by the student include the
challenges of a night class and possibly incorporate the construction management lectures with
the BIM topics.
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Figure 14 Hours Spent Per Week

Content Usage
Blackboard has interesting features and tools including user progress, tracking and statistical
reports in analyzing student performance. One of this features is the use of statistical tracking,
that can be used to track the number of views for a specific course material. This will provide a
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feedback if students have accessed the materials during which month, on what time of a day
and what days in a week. I have barely used this feature in my previous semesters and found
interesting results.

Figure 15 Access of Material During a Three-Month Period

On a monthly basis, students have accessed the material well enough. Figure 15 and Figure 16
show an example of a course material tracking analysis. Since the posting of the material on
January 28th, students have randomly referred the material till March 08. Students to look into
the material more in the early months of the March as exam was approaching (which was
planned for March 3rd). In most cases, students access course materials in the afternoon
between 12 pm to 6pm (with 75%) and morning (15%). On a weekly basis, students access
materials on Tuesdays (21%) and Thursdays (62%) which are on class days. This illustrated the
students have put some efforts in going through the material which is a very optimistic sign. A
typical course content analysis which is exported from the Backboard feature is shown in
Appendix M.

Figure 16 Access of Material During Hour of a Day and Weekly Basis

This is a great tool to identify if students are putting efforts to look into the course material that are
provided for them. However, tracking the analysis for each item that is posted can be time intensive and
a daunting task. Thus, special consideration must be taken to track critical course elements.
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4.4 In-Class Exercise Analysis
Most exercises were graded out of 20 points except two that had 15 and 25 points. A total of
seven exercise on various topics were designed as in-class exercise. The in-class exercise
includes contents that are covered in the lecture and lab sessions and students are provided
with instructions and a Revit model to perform some missing activities. An example of students
in-class exercise 3 solutions are shown in Figures 17 – 19 based on Appendix H.

Figure 17 Elevation View

Figure 18 Floor Plan
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Figure 19 Isometric View

Figure 20 shows the grade distribution for all seven exercises. Based on the distribution, most
students relatively performed very well scoring above average value of 17.8 out of 20 with the
exception of two students (student # 3 and #5). After discussion with student 3, he is planning
to switch major and is not actively participating in the class. The in-class exercise is intended to
provide students a hands-on experience working on Revit models and students will have the
whole lab session to work on their exercise and submit it before the end of the session unless it
is a lengthy one where they will submit by the end of the day.
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Figure 20 In-Class Exercise Grade Distribution
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13

14

With respect to reading assignments, if students have written a summary of their
understanding, full points were given and all students have done a good job. The in-class
exercise is an individual exercise, but is more open for question and answer where students cab
help each other out and create discussions with the instructor and teaching assistant.
4.5 Project Progress Analysis
Project progress I
An example of the model and rubric used to evaluate the project progress is shown in Figure 21
and Figure 22. Based on the rubric, this student has adequately met the RFP’s area
requirement, showed the floor plan with main entrance and the rooms, doors and windows.
The only missing elements are the lack of feature such as grids and reference lines and minor
details on the refined sketches. This is considered as a medium performance.

Figure 21 project Progress I Example
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Figure 22 Project Progress I Rubric Example 1

A second example is shown in Figures 23. Based on the rubric, this student has adequately met
the RFP’s area requirement, but lacks minor details on the refined sketches and did not show
the floor plan with main entrance. In addition, the progress lacks feature such as grids,
reference lines, rooms, doors and windows. This is a critical step as the students shows its
creativity before putting together his idea into the Revit model. This is considered as a low
performance.

Figure 23 Project Progress I Rubric Example 2
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A good example of project progress I is shown in Figure 24. The progress portrays the student’s
idea into a detailed sketch illustrating its vision by meeting the area requirement, showing the
various floor plans, north direction, an isometric view (3-D model), expected elevations, views
and roof plans. This is a critical step as the students shows its creativity before putting together
their ideas into the Revit model. This is considered as a high performance.

First Floor

Second Floor
25

Third Floor

Front Isometric View
26

Auditorium

Elevations & Roof Plan
Figure 24 Project Progress I Example 3 Detailed Sketch
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Quantitative Analysis of Progress I
Overall, students performed well in the first project progress with an average scores for refined
sketches being 9.2 out of 10; floor plans with main entrance 9.8 out of 10; area requirements
4.96 out of 5; features (grids and reference lines) 1.42 out of 2.5; and features (rooms, doors
and windows) score being 1.92 out of 2.5). Figure 25 and Figure 26 illustrate the statistics and
distribution of project progress I.

Figure 25 Rubrics Statistics: Average Score Analysis (Progress I)

Figure 26 Rubrics Statistics: Frequency Distribution (Progress I)
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Project Progress II
An example of a good project progress is used to track a student’s work based on the
development from project progress 1. Figure 27 illustrates the improvement of a student’s
project which meets the expectation at this level of design. The figures show all three floors,
ceiling plans, and 3-d model where one can easily capture the evolvement from rough design
and sketches shown in progress I inserted into a Revit model.

1st Floor Plan
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2nd Floor Plan

3rd Floor Plan

Ceiling Plan

30

3-D Model
Figure 27 Project Progress II

Overall, students have made good progress in the second project progress with overall average
of 27.2 out of 30. Average scores for features (rooms, doors and windows) being 8.92 out of 10
with standard deviation of 0.9; features (grids and reference lines) 9.25 out of 10 with standard
deviation of 1.48; and features (stairs, roofs and ceilings) score being 8.83 out of 10 with
standard deviation of 1.53. Figures 21 and 22 illustrate the statistics and distribution of project
progress I. Figure 28 and Figure 29 illustrate the statistics and distribution of project progress II.

Figure 28 Rubrics Statistics: Average Score Analysis (Progress II)
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Figure 29 Rubrics Statistics: Frequency Distribution (Progress II)

Project Progress III
In this stage, the student has made improvements and added various features based on the
requirements. The progress of the students’ performance is shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31.

1st Floor Plan
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2nd Floor Plan

3rd Floor Plan

33

Ceiling Plan with Lighting

South Elevation

East Elevation

Atrium Section
34

Study room Section
Figure 30 Floor Plans, Elevation and Sectional Views

One can easily identify the development in floor plans, with the inclusions of dimensions, grids,
furnishings, room placement or tags, area requirements. The ceiling floor is completed
compared to progress II and has incorporated lightings. In addition, example of two elevation
views (east and south) are added in this progress. Sectional views of two rooms, study room
and the atrium is also shown.

Atrium 3-D View

35

Site Plan

Figure 31 3-D Views and Site Component
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In this progress, the student has captured 3-d model views of atrium and the whole model and
site plan. The new incorporations with respect to parking, green area and landscape is reflected
in this design stage.
Overall, students’ progress is relatively lower when compared with the first and second
progress. However, their overall average is 25 out of 30. Students did a good job on illustrating
their four elevations with average scores of 5.95 out of 6 with standard deviation of 0.15 and
longitudinal section which score 5.41 out of 6 with standard deviation of 0.92. Students scored
lower in dimensioning and putting gridlines and symbols and finishing floors and placing room
tags which each scored 4.91 out of 6 with standard deviation of 1.11 and 0.89 respectively.
Students did not make much progress on the site components which includes sidewalks and
parking area where they scored on average 3.8 out of 6 with standard deviation of 2.26.
Figures 2 and 22 illustrate the statistics and distribution of project progress I. Figure 32 and
Figure 33 illustrate the statistics and distribution of project progress II.

Figure 32 Rubrics Statistics: Average Score Analysis (Progress III)
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Figure 33 Rubrics Statistics: Frequency Distribution (Progress III)

4.6 Final Project
The final project is a compilation of the students’ work done throughout the semester. The
project should comprise all the RFP’s requirement and should incorporate all components and
features covered in the course with additions to the three project progresses. The design of this
project is evaluated based on three criteria: a) model, b) presentation and c) final report.
A. Model
Students performed well and beyond my expectations. Based on the grade rubrics, students
overall average score was 181.8 out of 200 with maximum of 192 and minimum score of 165.
However, students did extra work to get bonus points for doing rendering, walkthrough and full
floor furnishings which raised their project model grades. Figure 34 shows the grade
distribution based on the rubric criteria.
200
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A500 - Structural grids

140
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A400 - Roofing & Ceilings

100

A300 - Section

80

A200 - Elevation
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A103 - Third Floor Plan
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A102 - Second Floor Plan
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0

A101 - First Floor Plan
1 2 3
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Students

A100 - Cover Sheet

Figure 34 Final Project Model Grade
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Based on the breakdown for each sheet, students floor plans were designed and meets the RFP,
however most students missed placing structural grids (A500), while others have missed placing
sheet list (A100) or scaling their design within the sheet, while other floor plan are congested
with tagging of floor plan, furnishings and dimensions. For example, the student that has been
tracked in this portfolio did a good job, but have minor errors or mistakes including having no
sheet list on title block; A102 needs an editing on the view range to make the elements on
other floors or lightings invisible; should adjust section and elevation plan scale to fit well
within the sheet; some lines are shown in gray on roof plan: probably need to adjust the view
range; and no structural grids. The student will receive a 20 points bonus for creating a
walkthrough and furnishing floor plan fully. The evaluation rubric along with the comments is
attached as Appendix N. As integral part of the model, below are examples of images of various
student design model options including lecture hall, comparison of students’ conversion of their
sketches into final design, rendering of a model and a walkthrough video.
Lecture Hall
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Comparison of sketches with Final Design

Rendering

40

Walkthrough

Figure 35 Design Models

B. Presentation
Students presented their work to class in 5-7 minutes and were asked questions from the floor
for 2-3 minutes. The students have done a tremendous job to explain their work within the
short amount of time provided. The students were creative in such a manner where most have
put together a PowerPoint slides which showed a range of creativity ranging from a bookshelf
to simplistic catwalk type of design. The discussion on various issues including cost analysis,
sustainability, environmental aspects were interesting. Their design meets well the RFP’s
requirement and the slides were well designed and graphic where students showed their
models with incorporation of walkthroughs using Revit model and video files. Overall, the
students scored on average 46.3 out of 50 with a maximum of 50 points and minimum of 42.
In order to spice up the final project presentation, a peer evaluation system was also designed
to provide feedback and comments and learn from each other. The evaluation was based on
quality of design and completeness of project; design creativity, quality of presentation slides
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and oral presentation which accounted for 10 points each totaling 40 points. This evaluation
was originally planned to be incorporated into the project presentation grading. Although most
students have given good feedback and a reasonable grading, some students favored their
friends, while other have not provided genuine feedback. Thus, after careful consideration, the
peer grades were not included as it will not be fair and reasonable for all. The peer evaluation
sheet is attached as Appendix O.
C. Final Report
With respect to their final report, almost all have met the requirements and put their thought
process, assumptions, challenges they faced, pictures of their models and placed in a title page,
table of content and references. Overall, all students were given full points of 50 except one
student who did not describe his design process well and 3 points were deducted. Three
students final project work, report and presentations are attached respectively as an example
in Appendix P.

5. Summary & Planned Changes
This portfolio has documented an AE 2250 (Construction Graphics and Design) course offered in
the Spring of 2016. The portfolio identified objectives to address concerns and questions that
based on previous offering of the course. The document designed seven course activities to
meet the objectives of the portfolio. It also identified quantitative and qualitative assessment
techniques to measure the outcome of the objective along with the impacts this assent will
have on re-designing the course in the future.
The portfolio started by utilizing Blackboard (BB) features to easily meet the course objectives.
One of this feature is tracking measure. Once an instructor posts materials, one can track
whether students have accessed the material or not. This feature will allow the instructor who
is putting the time and efforts to learn the material. It is the first time, I used it and find it
beneficial to see at what time, day or week of the month students viewed the material. In
addition, I utilized the rubric developer for the first time to easily assess the students’
performance and create a transparent system for students to follow up what their mistakes are
in their exercises, projects and quizzes. The incorporation of guest lectures, summarizing
reading articles and showing of cutting edge technologies and process gave them a perspective
of actual and real world experience and state of practice to the design and construction world.
In addition, the group presentation of various BIM topics gave students the opportunity the
research side of an education where they shared their findings with their peers which opened
the doors for team work and speaking publicly and technical presentation. One activity that was
designed to make up the team is a Web-based free team maker called, CATME. The program
was able to group teams based on various characteristics of the student. This has allowed
students to work on a team with different backgrounds and experience. Associated with the
team-making, the first homework that was tailored for the course was a biographical sketch.
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This was taken as a pre-survey to learn about the students’ background, learn their names and
identify their needs and expectation of the class.
A follow-up survey was also conducted to evaluate the students’ perception of the class midway of the semester. This provided a valuable feedback on how the course materials are
perceived, the pace of the class, the work load which will help us shift the direction in the
second half of the semester. For, post survey analysis, the student’s evaluation form will be
used to acquire the overall feedback how the class went through the semester in improving
future classes. However, this analysis may not be incorporated by the time this portfolio is
compiled. One of the interesting activity that students enjoyed in this class was the project.
The project has allowed them to portray their own vision into a design and documenting each
step of project progress demonstrated the typical design process. The students liked the
smaller class size which give them one-on-one interaction with the instructor and the open
atmosphere and open discussion in working as a team allowed them to critic and help each
other out in their design. In addition, the team work of the instructors including faculties,
industry instructor and the teaching assistant made it smooth where ideas, syllabus and course
materials were shared; frequent discussion of the progress of each section were made and the
course was modified in a manner to suit all students and align with the overall objectives of the
school and college.
One of the challenges that is not still well addressed in this course portfolio is the overall course
curriculum and change of Syllabus. As mentioned in the introduction of this portfolio, with the
diverse student audience and the course being offered with more AE focus, there is a need to
modify the course. Even the course name of Construction Graphics and Design should be
changed to Introduction to BIM and if you look at the syllabus, some of the learning objectives
are designed for this course. Although this might take some time as it involves ABET
accreditation and working at the school and college level, currently, faculties and the school are
aware of this challenge and are working towards it. One of the discussions is to cross-list
courses which are offered in Omaha and Lincoln. The second aspect is to design a three-level
course of BIM which will be offered at a sophomore level (Into to BIM), another at senior level
(Incorporation of 4-D or 5-D) to illustrate the use of schedule and cost to 3-D and one advanced
graduate course that can aid research. This is a working progress and hope to address this
challenge soon. Overall, this portfolio will assist in documenting the course objectives, activities
and assessment in planning changes in the course and designing the next version of the course
that aligns with the school and college.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Course Syllabus
Course Syllabus
Spring 2016

AE2250-002
Construction Graphics and Design Processes

Tuesday and Thursday 4:00 – 6:00 PM
Room: PKI 248
Charles W. Durham School of Architectural Engineering and Construction
College of Engineering
University of Nebraska

Instructor: Todd Shackleford, Dr. Asregedew Woldesenbet & Prof. John Bonsell
Office:

PKI 105C

Office Telephone:

402-554-4191

E-Mail:

awoldesenbet2@unl.edu

Teaching Assistant:

Ri Na & Mohammad Bisadi
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I. Course Description
This course is an introduction to typical computer graphics and calculation applications used in a
contemporary architectural engineering design office. It includes: fundamentals of descriptive geometry,
extensive use of BIM software for solving typical design problems, use of drawing conventions common
to construction design, basic and intermediate computer applications, and conceptual review of
engineering design and technical problem-solving processes.
II. Course Goals and Objectives
Goal: Align the Construction Management program with the Architectural/Engineering/Construction
industry and socio-economic trends.
Objectives:
1. This course explores visual communication in the building process between design professionals,
clients, contractors, manufacturers and other stakeholders.
2. The course develops an understanding of the framework of the building design process along with an
introduction to the associated construction documents.
3. Identify the features of BIM that support effective construction project team collaboration
4. Demonstrate how BIM can improve the effectiveness of construction project team collaboration and
bring direct value to a project.
5. Describe challenges of implementing model-based collaboration and how they can be overcome.
After this course students will be able to:
• Appreciate the difference between a 2D/3D CAD model and a parametric object model in BIM.
• Have a greater awareness of creating construction documents automatically from BIM.
• Extract measurement data from BIM.
• Understand how to update any changes to design.
• Have ability to create various perspective views.
• Be capable of generating schedule tables.
III. Contribution of course to meeting the professional component
AE 2250 - Construction Graphics and Design Process contributes to the required one and one-half years
of engineering topics.
IV. Relationship of course to AE program outcomes
This course integrates and develops the following program outcomes:
Program Outcome 3: “Demonstrate technical knowledge of computer-aided design software
and engineering drawing conventions.”
Program Outcome 5: “Demonstrate ability to communicate concise drawing graphics using
various tools, while specifically recognizing and illustrating building components and
connections, following current industry standards.”
V. Course Texts
“Autodesk Revit Architecture 2016: No Experience Required” by Eric Wing, Autodesk official Press. ISBN:
1118542743
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VI. Equipment
Each student must procure the following items:
1. Engineer’s and architects’ scale in common divided scales (3 sided). Metric scale optional.
2. A calculator
3. A flash drive
VII. Class Activities and Assignments
1. Class Outlines**
a. Lectures Part 1: Construction Drawings
1) Math
2) Contract Documents
3) Views
4) Scales
5) Lines and Symbols
6) Details
7) Elevation and Sections
8) Site Plans
9) Foundation Plans
10) Roof Framing
11) Electrical Plans
12) Steel and Concrete-Structural Drawings
b. Lecture-Part 2: Building Information Modeling (BIM)
1) The BIM concept
2) Computer modeling
3) Computer Visualization
4) Publication of work
5) Collaboration
6) Interoperability
7) Level of Development(LOD)
8) Construction Coordination
9) Calculation
10) Sustainable Design
11) Parametric Object Technology
c. *Laboratory:
1) Introduction to Autodesk Revit
2) Modeling
3) Complete the BIM model
4) Annotations, Visualization
5) Documentation, Calculation
6) 3D PDF generation
7) Interoperability test with Revit
8) MEP Modeling
9) MEP collision detection (Constructability)
10) Navisworks
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*Lab assignments require your personal flash drive to save files.
**The outline contents are subject to change at the discretion of the instructor.
2. Class notes and Lab assignment instruction
Most of class notes (pdf and ppt) and lab assignment instruction can be viewed from the course
web page in Blackboard. Only registered students can access the Blackboard with their own user
IDs and passwords.
3. Homework/Quizzes
Homework may be assigned each week. Students must be prepared to turn in all or part of the
homework set to Blackboard. At the instructor's option you may be given a quiz in lieu of turning
in your homework. Homework must be turned in before the class begins. No late homework
will be accepted for credit. Blackboard will be mainly used to collect your lab assignments
(electronic files).
4. Final Project
The final group project includes a detailed BIM of a building. Final submittals include electronic
files of BIM and DWF sheets generated from the BIM model.
VIII. Exams and Grading Procedures
Students will be evaluated by their performance on the assigned assignments and exams. Each class
assignment grade will based on class sections spent on it. Grade components will be weighted as follows
in computation of the final course grade:
Participation (attendance + Class activities)
Assignments/Quizzes
Exams
Final Project
Presentation
Grading Scale:
A+
A
AB+
B
B-

95-100
90-94
86-89
83-85
80-82
76-79

C+
C
CD+
D
D-

10%
20%
30%
25%
15%

73-75
70-72
66-69
63-65
60-62
56-59

Final project presentation schedule: The last week of the class.
IX. Course Policies
1. Quizzes and Exams
Unless stated otherwise, all quizzes, tests, and examinations will be closed book without notes
or any other mnemonic methods. Sufficient information will appear on these items to complete
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them. Students not taking the required quizzes, tests, and examinations will receive a grade of
zero for them.
2. Absences
Class attendance is mandatory. All students are expected to attend class regularly, as well as,
punctual to every class session. Sleeping in class, being late or leaving early may result in an
unexcused absence. Each unexcused absence will result in two percentage points deducted
from your final grade up to a maximum of 10%. Each excused absence requires prior approval.
Greater than 3 unexcused absences will result in failure for this class. Also, using a computer
(web search, email, homework, etc.) when it is not required will result in one percent point
deduction each time from your final grade up to a maximum of 10%.
3. Academic Misconduct
Students are responsible for the honest completion of representation of their work, for the
appropriate citation of sources, and for respect of other's academic endeavors. Students who
violate these standards must be confronted and accept the consequences of their actions. (see
Undergraduate Catalog, http://www.ses.unomaha.edu/pdf/ucat05-06.pdf, Academic Integrity).
Academic Misconduct is grounds for a failing grade as determined by the instructor.
4. Disabilities
Reasonable accommodations will be provided for students with physical, sensory, cognitive,
systematic, and psychiatric disabilities. Please contact the UNO Disability Services (554-2872)
and faculty to discuss.
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Appendix B: Course Schedule
AE-2250 -002 CONSTRUCTION GRAPHICS & DESIGN PROCESS
COURS ECA LEN DA R
Session
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10
Week 11
Week 12
Week 13
Week 14
Week 15
Week 16
Week 17

Date

Reading Chapters,
Materials & Notes

Lecture Topic

January 12th

Course overview, Introduction to Sketching

January 14th

Building Information Modeling Overview

January 19th

No class

Chapter 2

January 21th

Team #1 presentations – Revit Interface

Revit Shortcut Key

January 26th

Technical Drawing

Chapter 3

January 28th

Team #2 presentations – Creating a Model

February 2nd

The Design Process

February 4th

Team #3 presentations – Creating Views

February 9th

Construction Documents (General)

Assignments Due

Exams

Chapter 1

HW 1 - Sketches
HW 2 - Biography

Quiz I

Chapter 4
HW 3 - Inclass Exercise

February 11th

Team #4 presentations – Dimensioning and Annotating

Chapter 5

HW 4 - Inclass Exercise

February 16th

Stairs, Floors, Roofs & Ceilings

Chapter 6, 7 and 9

HW 5 - Inclass Exercise

February 18th

Team #5 presentations –

Quiz II/Project Progress I

February 23rd Guest lecture - BIM for Masonry
February 25th

Team #6 presentations - Curtain Walls and Wall Joins

Chapter 10 and 18

HW 6 - Inclass Exercise

March 1st

Specification/ Site Component

Flux Video

HW 7 - Inclass Exercise

March 3rd

Team #7 presentations - Exam I

March 8th

BIM Contracts and Documentation/Sheets and Printing

Chapter 14

March 10th

Team #8 presentations – Advanced Wall Topics

Chapter 16

March 15th

Miscellaneous Revit Topics

March 17th

Team #9 presentations - Construction Documents (AIA)

March 22nd
March 24th

Exam I
HW 8 - Inclass Exercise
HW 9 - Reading Review

Spring Vacation -- no UNO classes – March 20th -27th

-

March 29th

Families I

March 31th

Team #10 presentations/Project Work

April 5th

Families II

Chapter 17

April 7th

Team #11 presentations – Phasing & Design Options

Chapter 21

April 12th

Structures/MEP (Guest Speaker from Leo A Daly)

Chapter 8

April 14th

Team #12 presentations/Project Work

April 19th

Schedules & Tags + Rooms, Area Plans, Rendering, Walkthrough Chapter 11, 15

April 21st

Team #13 presentations/Project Work

April 26th

Prep Week April 25th – May 1st (Additional Topics)

April 28th

Prep Week April 25th – May 1st

May 3rd

Final Presentation

May 5th

Project Progress II

-

-

Chapter 17

Project Progress III
Exam II
HW 10 - Inclass Exercise

Final Report & Design
Presentation

-

-
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Appendix C: BIM Topics Presentation Group
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Appendix D: BIM Topics Presentation Samples (3)
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52

53

54

55

BIM Topics Presentation Rubric
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Appendix E: Guest Lecture Example
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58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

Appendix F: Pre-Survey
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Appendix G: Mid-Semester Feedback
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Appendix H: In-Class Exercise Example
In-Class Exercise #3
Creating Views
Adding Structural Grids and Columns
Description:
In this exercise you are going to add new levels, structural grids and columns.

How to do it:
One Revit file is available on blackboard. Download the file and open it in Revit. The file should look like
Figure 36.

Figure 36: Input image

First you can go to level 1 and add all the grids. Notice that all the numbers and letters should be the
same as figure 2 (At this point your model doesn’t have the columns). Then, you need to go to one of
the elevations (e.g. east elevation) from project browser and start to modify some of levels and add new
ones. Figure 3 is east elevation.
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Figure 37: Output 1 – Level 1 with grids and columns

Figure 38: East elevation – visual style: Realistic and turn the shadows on

Now that we have all the levels, you can go back to level 1 and add both architectural (Rectangular
column 24 * 24) and structural (W-Wide Flange-Column W 10*49) columns (Figure 2).
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Finally, you should set the heights for different elements as follows:




Tall walls are from “level 1” up to level “High Roof”;
Short walls are from “level 1” up to level “Roof”;
All columns are from “level 1” up to “level 2”.

After setting these heights the 3D view will be like figure 4.

Figure 39: Final 3D output.

Deliverables:
3 jpeg files: floor plan level 1, east elevation and 3D view. (Figures 2, 3 and 4)
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Appendix I: Quiz and Exam Example
Exam Revision Sheet
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Exam #1
(Written Section)
50 Points
March 3, 2016 (Thu)
Fill in the blank (1.5 Points)
1. _________________________ are additional information provided to bidders during the
bidding and negotiation process.

2. _____________________ are drawing notations represented by upper case letters
arranged in an organized consistent column connected by a leader line.

3. _____________________ are types of dimensions used to call out angles at corners less
than or greater than 90 degrees and for columns or walls on a radius.

4. _______________________ are a system of ordered marks at fixed intervals used as a
reference standard in measurement or a proportion used in determining the relationship of
a representation to that which it represents.

5. Construction documents are a combination of __________ _______________ and
_______________________.

6. _______________________type of specification tells what results the final construction
assembly should achieve, but give the contractor choice in how they will be achieved

7. In a perspective view, parallel edge lines converge to a single point called
___________________along the horizon.

8. ___________________are type of lines used to either show detail or to shorten very long
objects that do not change in detail
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Write short answers (3 Points)
9. Least at least three tasks performed during a pre-design phase.

10. Draw the relationship of a construction management (CM) project delivery system.

Select the best answer (1.5 Points)
11. In sketches, uneven tonal surfaces indicate ________________type of forms.
a. Curvilinear
b. Linear
c. Perpendicular
d. Triangular
12. ________________is a type of drawing that represents the behavior of light on a subject
adding realism.
a. Perspective drawing
b. Tone drawing
c. Form and proportional drawing
d. Contrast drawing
13. ________________ is a type of design process where preliminary design documents such
as plan drawings that are communicated with the client or design committee which may
or may not end with an approval process.
a. Design development
b. Predesign
c. Schematics design
d. Bid negotiation
14. ________________ are advertised to bidders once specifications and drawings are ready.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Construction documents
Request for proposal
Contract administration
Bid negotiation

15. The Construction Specification Institute (CSI) Master Format is divided into
_____________main categories called Divisions.
a. 21
b. 36
c. 49
d. 54
16. ___________is a method of rendering based on detailed analysis of light reflections off
diffuse surfaces which are characterized by soft gradual shadows.
a. Tracing
b. Radiosity
c. Outline Sketching
d. Drafting
17. The combination of bidding requirements + contract forms + conditions of contract +
specification excluding contract drawings and addenda is called________________
a. Contract documents
b. Resources drawings
c. Bidding documents
d. Project manual
18. _______________is a type of projection that is used to create an image where only 2 of
the 3 dimensions are seen.
a. Orthographic
b. Isometric
c. Oblique
d. Perspective
True or False (1 Points)
19. ____________________An architect’s scale is based on inch fractions, while an
engineer’s Scale is based on ten.
20. ____________________ Elevations are labeled in relation to the compass points.
21. ___________________Prescriptive specifications the contractor exactly what product or
material to use by specifying brand names.
22. ___________________An owner may or may not actually own the building.
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Match the following symbols (1.5 Points)
23. ____

A. Cutting plane lines

24. ____

B. Section lines

25. ____

C. Hidden lines

26. ____

D. Center line
E. Construction line

Arrange the standard order of drawings from 1 – 6 (1 Point)
27. __________Mechanical Engineering/Plumbing
28. __________Title sheet/Abbreviations
29. __________ Structural Engineering
30. __________ Electrical Engineering
31. __________Architectural
32. __________Site/Civil Engineering/Landscape/Demolition
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Exam #1
(Model Section)
Download the Revit file and modify it, using the given pictures. Outputs are: Site, First floor
plan and section. Change the pixels to 2048 when you want to export.


First Floor: Add dimensions; Add columns: Columns are from first floor to TOP with
base offset of - 0' 4" and top offset of -1' 4"; Add stair from basement to First floor: don't
forget to add shaft; Add Rooms with room tags; Add Section; Add curtain walls in first
floor: you can find it both in the given floor plan and section; Add the double door:
Double Glass 72" * 80".
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Appendix J: Project RFP

NEW Architectural Engineering Building
Project description
The Peter Kiewit Institute building is approaching capacity and new space is required. To meet
the projected space needs, a new three story Architectural Engineering building will be constructed. The
new spaces are to be designed for adaptability and flexibility for future research and learning concepts. It
should also incorporate innovative processes for taking the “pulse” of the built environment to test and
monitor effects on building systems and the human experience. Special attention is necessary to develop
social and collaborative spaces for students and faculty, a vibrant and active place encouraging students to
stay.
Containing portions of science and focusing on sustainability the building should make use natural
sunlight, as well as the latest in high tech infrastructure and amenities.
Level 1

USE
Offices and classrooms

Square Footage
25,000- 32,500 sqft

Level 2

Offices and classrooms

25,000 - 32,5000 sqft

Level 3

Research Labs

25,000 – 32,500 sqft

Notes
Finished shared
Lobby/Reception area
Finished Core and Shell
spaces including
restrooms, stairs, and
elevator lobbies
Shared

Purpose and Objectives
The following are the overarching Goals/Objectives identified by the Planning team:


Building as a Lab – Continuing with the concept of the original building this will allow:
-



Support Education with Student focus
-



Improve Student services – advising and tutoring
Provide small group/collaboration spaces Support team projects
Support Capstone Program
Provide large classrooms to support large group learning environments
Provide privacy spaces for mentoring and advising
Provide high tech teaching and learning environment

Increase dedicated research space
-



Students to view various building systems
Gathering/documentation of data
Monitoring of building data for diagnostic and research purposes
Managed manipulation of building systems equipment and controls

Increase per faculty projection in each respective college
Flexible /adaptable space
All dry lab space (power and data)
Modular planning

Improve Community Outreach
-

Provide space to support summer camps, seminars, and workshops
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Promote Innovation and Entrepreneurship
-



Create an environment that promotes and supports collaborative activities between colleges
Allow and promote integration of faculty office assignments to promote and support collaboration

Provide Natural Lighting
-



Create a culture and supportive environment
Identify, stimulate and reward creativity

Promote Integration
-



Provide large classroom/auditorium space
Provide space to support increased STEM activities

Allow for as much natural lighting as reasonably possible to support the teaching, learning,
collaboration and research environment as possible

New Building to be LEED Certified
-

Identify and implement logical cost effective sustainable opportunities
Support “Building as a Lab” concept
Support the CoE and ISandT academic programs
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Space requirements:
Code and Use
100 Classroom Facilities
110 Classroom 160-250 seats
110 Classroom and Seminar Rooms 24-100 seats
115 Classroom Service
200 Laboratory Facilities
210 Class Laboratory C.O.E.
210 Class Laboratory I.S.T.
215 Class-Laboratory Service
Special-Class Laboratory C.O.E.
220 Special-Class Laboratory I.S.T.
220 Special-Class Laboratory Capstone
225 Special-Class Laboratory Service
230 Individual-Study Laboratory C.O.E.
230 Individual-Study Laboratory I.S.T.
235 Individual-Study Laboratory Service
250 Research Laboratory C.O.E.
250 Research Laboratory I.S.T.
255 Research Laboratory Service
300 Office Facilities
310 Office Facilities C.O.E.
310 Office Facilities I.S.T.
310 Office Facilities Grad. Assist. C.O.E.
310 Office Facilities Grad. Assist. I.S.T.
315 Office Service
350 Conference Room
355 Conference Room Service
400 Study Facilities
Reading/Study/Reference/Room (Small Group
Study 410 (10 @ 6-8 chairs))
410 Reading/Study/Reference/Room (Study
Cabins)
410 Reading/Study/Reference/Room (Video/
Maker)
Open Reading Room (Landing and Gathering with
430 Café/Snack)
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Square Feet Required
9025
6,250
2,475
300
20,150

500
150

10,500
7,000
2,000
24100
2,400
1,800
8,100
10,500
400
900
7550
1,540
160
500
2100

Library-Support Space (Check out equip., schedule
430 Open Reading Room (Booths and Tables) 440
study rooms)
455 Study Service (Student use Display)
600 General Use Facilities
610 Assembly Multi-Purpose Center for
Collaboration
615 Assembly Service
620 Innovations Exhibition - Entrepreneurship,
Multi-Discipline
625 exhibition Service
650 Lounge- Distributed Library annex
655 lounge Service
680 Meeting Room
685 meeting Room Service
700 Support Facilities

1650
400

3000
330
660
4,500
900
1,250
800
300
1,500

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS and THE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED
PROJECT
Projected occupancy/use levels
College of Engineering Personnel Projections:

Existing
Headcount
Full Time
43
130
173

College of Engineering
Personnel Classification
Faculty
Graduate Students
Totals

5 year
Projected
Headcount
Full time
73
328
401

College of Information Sciences and Technology Personnel Projections:

College of ISandT
Personnel Classification
Faculty
Graduate Students
Totals

Existing Headcount
Full Time
46
359
405
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5 year
Projected
Headcount
Full Time
66
602
668
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Appendix K: Project Progress
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Appendix L: Final Project Rubric
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Total

Evaluation Criteria (0-25 ) for each
No.

First

Last

A100 - Cover A101 - First A102 - Second A103 - Third A200 A400 - Roofing
A500 A300 - Section
Sheet
Floor Plan
Floor Plan
Floor Plan Elevation
& Ceilings
Structural grids

1

Brian

Shimp

0

2

Brooke

Scherer

0

3

Carlie

Cook

0

4

Daniel

Trouba

0

5

Garrett

Giesler

0

6

Jared

Johnson

0

7

Jennifer

Briggs

0

8

Jose

Chavez-trejo

0

9

Messangan

Agbozo

0

10 Nathan

German

0

11 Nicholas

Swoboda

0

12 Nicolas

Lopez

0

13 Perry

Donahue

0

14 Sostenes

Chagas Quaresma

Average
Median
Max
Min

Comments

0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0! #DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#NUM!
#NUM!
#NUM!
0.0 Evaluation
0.0
0.0
Form
0.0
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

AE 2250 Semester Project - Presentation
SPRING 2016

A+
10

Excellent
A
A9.5
9.2

Meets the needs of the Owner, as expressed in the RFP and class
presentation.
Quality and completeness of the design
- Level of details
- Readability and completeness of construction documents
Creativity in design
- Define creative challenge
- Innovative design solution for defined challenges
Oral Presentation
- Professionalism, Time management,
- Proper control/use of the REVIT model
Quality of Slides
- Use of visual layout with relevant graphs, charts and clear slides
- references and addressed questions well
TOTAL POINTS (Maximum of 50)
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B+
8.9

Good
B
8.5

B8.2

C+
7.9

Average
C
7.5

C7.2

Poor
D/F
6-0

Total

Evaluation Criteria (0-10 for each)
No.

First

Last

Meets the RFP?

Completeness

Creativity

Oral
Presentation

Quality of slides

1

Brian

Shimp

0

2

Brooke

Scherer

0

3

Carlie

Cook

0

4

Daniel

Trouba

0

5

Garrett

Giesler

0

6

Jared

Johnson

0

7

Jennifer

Briggs

0

8

Jose

Chavez-trejo

0

9

Messangan

Agbozo

0

10 Nathan

German

0

11 Nicholas

Swoboda

0

12 Nicolas

Lopez

0

13 Perry

Donahue

0

14 Sostenes

Chagas Quaresma

Average
Median
Max
Min

Comments

0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#NUM!
#NUM!
Evaluation Form
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

AE 2250 Semester Project - Report
SPRING 2016

A+
10

Excellent
A
9.5

a. Design Process (thought process of your design, logic for accomplishing
the design, meeting RFP requirements, etc.)
b. Assumptions taken to create integration with existing PKI building, project
cost consideration, material selection, etc.

c. Some discussion and challenges in your design and how you created
solutions
d. Some screen shots and images of your design to support your argument
which will be presented for the client in an appendix.

e. References, title page, table of content

TOTAL POINTS (Maximum of 50)
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A9.2

B+
8.9

Good
B
8.5

B8.2

C+
7.9

Average
C
7.5

C7.2

Poor
D/F
6-0

Total

Evaluation Criteria (0-10 for each)
No.

First

Last

Design Process

Assumptions

Discussion

Screenshots

References

1

Brian

Shimp

0

2

Brooke

Scherer

0

3

Carlie

Cook

0

4

Daniel

Trouba

0

5

Garrett

Giesler

0

6

Jared

Johnson

0

7

Jennifer

Briggs

0

8

Jose

Chavez-trejo

0

9

Messangan

Agbozo

0

10 Nathan

German

0

11 Nicholas

Swoboda

0

12 Nicolas

Lopez

0

13 Perry

Donahue

0

14 Sostenes

Chagas Quaresma

Average
Median
Max
Min

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

First
Brian
Brooke
Carlie
Daniel
Garrett
Jared
Jennifer
Jose
Messangan
Nathan
Nicholas
Nicolas
Perry
Sostenes

Comments

0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

Shimp
Scherer
Cook
Trouba
Giesler
Johnson
Briggs
Chavez-trejo
Agbozo
German
Swoboda
Lopez
Donahue
Chagas Quaresma

Model
200
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Average
Median
Max
Min

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Last

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

#DIV/0!
#NUM!
0.0
0.0

Presentation
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Report
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Final
300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Appendix M: Content usage Report Example for a Course Material
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Appendix N: Final Project Model Rubric Results

No.

First

Last

Evaluation Criteria (0-25 ) for each
A102 A103 - Third A200 Second
Floor Plan Elevation
Floor Plan

A100 - A101 - First
Cover Sheet Floor Plan

A300 Section

A400 Roofing &
Ceilings

A500 Structural
grids

Total

Bonus

Total

Comments

1 Brian

Shimp

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

17

192

30

222

no structural grids; 30 bonus

2 Brooke

Scherer

25

25

25

25

25

25

12.5

17

179.5

30

209.5

3 Carlie

Cook

25

20

24

24

24

24

25

17

183

10

193

4 Daniel

Trouba

5 Garrett

Giesler

17

24

24

24

24

25

23

17

178

8

186

no sheet list; patterns of ceiling; no schedules found; +8 points bonus fl furnish

6 Jared

Johnson

17

25

25

25

25

25

25

17

184

30

214

no sheet list; no structual grids; 30 bonus

7 Jennifer

Briggs

25

25

25

23

25

25

25

17

190

30

220

no structural grids; lightings shown on 3rd floor plan; 30 bonus

8 Jose

Chavez-trejo

17

20

25

25

25

25

25

17

179

30

209

no sheet list; no north arrow; should remove some trees on floor plan and elevations to make it clearer; structual grid missing;30 bonus

9 Messangan

Agbozo

23

23

25

25

25

25

12.5

17

175.5

30

205.5

10 Nathan

German

17

25

23

25

25

24

24

17

180

20

200

no sheet list on your title block; A102 need to edit the view range to make the elements on other floors or lightings invisible; should adjust
section and elevation plan scale to fit well within the sheet; some lines are shown in gery on roof plan: probably need to adjust the view range;
no structural grids; 20 bonus-walkthrough and furnishing;

11 Nicholas

Swoboda

25

24

24

24

24

24

24

15

184

10

194

no structural grids, door schedule should within the boundary lines; 10 bonus furnishing (rendering pic is black)

12 Nicolas

Lopez

13

20

20

20

25

25

25

17

165

30

195

no sheet list; did not fill out the info on the sheets and layout not well fit; to many overlaps on your floor plans, too crowded; no structural grids;
schedules too close to the boundary: probably need a biger size sheet;30 bonus

13 Perry

Donahue

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

17

192

20

212

no structural grids on A500; 20 bonus-walkthrough and furnishing;

14 Sostenes

Chagas
Quaresma

no roof plan; no structural grids on A500; 30 bonus
no north arrow; no furnishing; no structual grids; +10 bonus rendering

0

101

furnishing-shown in different pattern; need more dimensions on curves abd other elemenrs no roof plan; no structural grids; 30 bonus

Appendix O: Final Project (Model Sheets, Report and Presentation Examples)
Model Sheet Examples
Example 3

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109
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Example 2

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

Example 3

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130
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Final Report Examples
Final Report Example 1

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

College of Engineering Design Proposal;
Engineering a Brighter Future

Nathan German
AE 2250
Dr. Woldesenbet
04/28/16
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My major inspiration for this project, was to cater to the idea of incorporating a
building into the existing landscape and give back as much as it takes from the land. In
this I tried to create a building that is self-reliant in ways that incorporate contemporary
ideas and practices towards a “greener” goal. With this in mind, I began with research. I
found that buildings use up nearly 80% of energy consumption in the world. That not
only is a negative environmentally, but is also an economic burden. To reduce a shocking
figure like that, I tried to incorporate as much natural sunlight as possible, so during the
day, classes and research can be carried out use more efficient means while not disrupting
daily tasks.
Next, I wanted to incorporate the education of the green initiative to the students
and faculty that will be using this facility. I tried to continue the building as a lab concept
with this design. The things that I did differently in development would include roof top
access, outdoor classrooms, efficient uses of energy, and a layout of the building that
blends in with the landscape. I really wanted the students to understand the thought
processes that went into this project. Allowing them new opportunities in the ideas that
were just listed helps ensure better building practices and a better means in uses of
materials in the future. Eventually the students that work and study in this school will
design and develop the landscape around us and around the world. Wouldn’t it be better
if we teach and inspire them at a young enough age of how to be efficient in energy
practices?
My design was also inspired by flow and accessibility. The building had to hold
two different colleges. I wanted to separate them, but merge them in areas that were
common. That is why I proposed them to be sectioned into levels and wings in the
building. I started by creating a wing just right of the atrium. This wing houses the large
auditorium spaces, and two large lecture halls that can be used by either the College of
Engineering or the College of Information Science and Technology. To the left of the
atrium, I developed my common areas. This would include the lounge, café, library
services, student services, etc. Finally, I developed the offices of each of the college on
each side of the atrium. This allowed separation, but areas to merge ideas.
After the flow was developed on the first floor, I continued with the same concept
on the second and third floors. The only differences, was that the second floor is only
classrooms, and the third floor is only research and lab areas. To address the accessibility
function of my building, I created many entrances that section areas off of the building,
yet don’t disturb the flow of the design. I created an entire wing on the far left of my
building that is used purely for graduate studies. I wanted this area to be portioned from
the building, because I want the students to feel and preform professionally in their work,
and to develop a perceived notion of “real world practices”. This will hopefully prepare
students of how to function in the real world when they get an internship or a job. I also
created separate entrances by each of the college offices for the faculty, and by the lecture
halls. This will make it easier for students and faculty alike to get to where they’re going
faster.
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Also, I developed my design through the help of the RFP. This especially took
place when I created my third floor. The third floor houses all of the research and
laboratory areas necessary. I wanted the students to have accessibility to third floor with
the use of labs, while also having an area for research. I developed the idea of having the
classrooms in the middle of the design, while research is carried out on each side of the
building above their respective wings. The research space for each college is very
diverse, so that is why I left each space blank. A “clean slate” perhaps. I wanted each
space to be developed by the researchers who will be working in there and take on their
own design. This will provide the best habitat for a productive and efficient design, while
incorporating the idea of how the building and design is adapting and evolving to cater
the occupancies wants and needs.
With the design of this project, I inferred a lot about development and ideas. I first
inferred that the proposed land that I would be building on would not affect the current
parking shortage on campus. I next inferred that there would be no need for additional
parking for the students that would be enrolled in this school over the next ten years
while also continuing to find space for the existing students and the new faculty that
would be required. I also made many assumptions about the budget of this project. I
made many design choices about this project assuming that my client had no financial
bottom. In this, if there was a more stringent budget, my building and design would be
more orthogonal with the landscape and the concept would be less organic in shape and
more geometric.
I did make a few design choices with the material that inferred directly to the
climate and conditions of Nebraska. I tried to stay with masonry materials, because the
weather in Nebraska tends to be very unpredictable, so the exterior of the building offers
the most protection in the case of any of the unpredictable weather. The lines of the
building allow it to have less worry about wind and drainage issues. The roof is made out
of corrugated steel in parts. This allows for a sleek and neat design, but also allow for the
durability needed in dangerous weather conditions. I also inferred a lot about the
landscape. Since the project would be developed so near to Mammal hall, PKI, the
campus of First Data, and 67th St, I elevated the lands around the building, and added a
lot of landscape on the edges of the lot so that the school can feel secluded yet offer all of
the benefits of being so close to those areas.
I wanted to the design to mix with the other buildings surrounding it. I did not
want the building to stick out like a sore thumb. To this, I needed the building to have
similar exterior features of that of the buildings on Dodge and Pacific campuses while
incorporating that contemporary feel through outdoor areas, landscaping, and choices in
windows and doors. The windows, doors and current walls, really brake up all of the
masonry components. This is great from the design stand point, because it allows natural
sun-light and transparency of the college and its practices.
I had many obstacles that I had to overcome in my design. The first obstacle I met
was how to position the building in the site without it feeling too crowded, or too close to
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any sound pollution. I solved this problem by re-grading the lot. The lot as it stands now
is fairly flat with little to no elevation change except in the front and in the back. Now, I
have built up the front and back, by increasing the grade a few addition feet, and then I
also created berms on the sides of the building to make the building feel more in place.
Additionally I added a lot of tall mature trees and shrubs on the edges of the lot and
around parking to feel more private from the street, and First Data’s campus, while still
being a part of Mammal hall and PKI.
The next obstacle I had to overcome was how to address in case of emergency
evacuation in the offices. First, I created a curtain walled structure on the outer edge of
each office group. Next, I repositioned fire exits to those structures, so that in case there
was an emergency, that area could be easily accessible to reach from all of the offices
instead of trying to go out of the front doors. This also works well in the flow of traffic.
There will be less people going in and out of the front entrance and blocking the atrium.
I also had to address the best way for traffic to flow in and out of the auditorium.
The auditorium had to have a sloped floor to incorporate all of the necessary chairs for
the students. Since the floor is sloped, I had to create a way for people who are either on
stage or in the front of the room to easily come in or leave. I developed a series of ramps
and stair systems behind the stage that lead to the first floor (ground level) or even above
the auditorium. This allows for better traffic flow and ease of movement for presentations
and lectures.
Another obstacle I had to face was how to reposition parking since I was using
part of the original parking lots from PKI and Mammal Hall. I found that if you position
the parking spots with the tangent lines of the site rather than placing them
orthographically, that you can squeeze more parking in less space. This is an efficient
practice that urban planners have been using for decades.
Another obstacle that I had to face was how to break up the monotony of the brick
exterior. Initially the exterior was all brick and kind of boring. I choose to bridge
different materials together to create a cohesive and contemporary design. Adding curtain
walls and tall windows and doors helped establish and embellish this idea.
Finally, I wanted to create a way for students to access the other buildings on
campus without impeding their motion. To do this I created a lot of outdoor areas behind
the school, and a nice shaded pathway that allows students to travel from Mammal, PKI,
or my new proposed building. In essence, it is a “student highway that is shaded with lots
of landscaping and is the fastest route. This path can be used for recreational purposes or
to just travel from class to class.
In conclusion, the design of the building had evolved around the wants and needs
of the RFP, but also through observation of the current structures surrounding the
proposed site and their occupants. The design adapted and developed though out the
process to incorporate many ideas and help evolve the building into the best that it could
be.
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Figure 40 Atrium Facing Back Wall

Figure 41 Cafe/Lounge
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Figure 42 Classroom Standing from Front Left Corner

Figure 43 Graduate Offices Meeting Area
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Figure 44 Second Floor Landing Looking at Back Wall

Figure 45 Second Floor Study Area
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Introduction:

The Peter Kiewit Institute, located on University of Nebraska – Omaha’s South Campus,
is approaching its maximum capacity. This requires a new building to be constructed for the
College of Engineering (COE) along with the College of Information Science and Technology
(IST) students, faculty, and staff. The building will provide adaptability and flexibility for future
research and learning concepts. It will host offices, classrooms, and research labs. The threestory building will not only provide more space for the projected occupancy and use levels, it will
also improve community outreach, serving as a space for summer camps, seminars, and
workshops. Throughout the building a culture and supportive environment is supported by
promoting innovation and entrepreneurship. The New Architectural Engineering Building will be
located on UNO’s south campus, in between the existing Peter Kiewit Institute and Mammel Hall
as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 46: Site Location of New AE Building
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Design Process:

Inspiration/Thought Process:
Focusing on the functionality and aesthetics of the building, and after many sketches,
the overall shape of the building was designed. The shape was inspired by an open book set flat
on its pages as in Figure 2.



Figure 47: Book shape used for building inspiration

The ‘binding’ of the book was originally planned to be a completely glass area in order to allow a
lot of natural sunlight to enter the building. After browsing many university buildings on
Archdaily.com for ideas on how to represent the book inspiration I ran across the School of
Engineering at Lancaster University designed by John McAslan and Partners. This building has
large framing surrounding a main entrance. The framing made me immediately think of the
‘binding’ I wanted to represent in my building. From there I added these binding-like frames into
my sketches. My original axonometric sketch can be seen below in Figure 3.

Figure 48: Original Sketch of Building
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Design Process (continued):

RFP Requirements:
In the request for proposal, the building space requirements state that the maximum
square footage is 32,500 per floor. In my design my square footage exceeds that at 32,405. The
rest of the minimum square footage is met in each room. The projected occupancy/use levels
show that there is a five-year projected headcount of a total of 50 more fulltime faculty
members, and an increase of 441 fulltime graduate students. The increase in personnel,
demands many more offices. This building requires 18,600 square feet in graduate assistant
offices. In order to achieve enough room for these offices, I decided to put many of the offices in
a large room with a large amount of tables and chairs. This gives graduate students multiple
different work spaces. By doing this I also factored in that graduate students would share these
spaces, in turn creating enough room for all the projected graduate students. Another RFP
requirement for the expansion is a large lecture hall in order to house anywhere from 160-250
seats. In order to fit the lecture hall, designed to be 6,250 square feet, I decided to make it twostories that way there are enough seats without forfeiting the square footage (a view of this
lecture hall is shown in Figure 4).

Figure 49: Two Story Lecture Hall (Realistic View)
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Challenges:
Creating a floor plan that increases the dedicated research space, and provides enough
office space for fulltime faculty and graduate assistants was a task that took up a large amount
of time. A couple of the times the floorplans I had created was not flowing very well with the
shape of the building. Therefore, I restarted in order to create floorplans that overlay each other
floor-by-floor creating a path throughout the building. In the end I have created the floorplan
shown in Figure 5 below. This floorplan allows for the glass atrium to connect the West Wing
with the East Wing.

Figure 50: Each floorplan overlaid on top of each other to show how the floorplans stack up
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Challenges (continued):
Another design factor that caused me to try multiple designs, would be the window
design. I would add a fixed window instance into the side of my building, then set them in a
location that does not cut through a wall but is equal throughout the building wall, and it would
resemble a jail or prison like structure. I did not want this type of design for my building, but I
was trying to keep the structure very simple on the outside. I wanted to keep the philosophy to,
“never judge a book by its cover” or theme throughout the building. In this case the theme
relates to the building as to, “never judge a building by its exterior.” In my final design, I was
able to keep this philosophy by adding curtain walls on the West and East walls of the building,
and there are no windows located on the North and South ends. This allows for natural light to
enter the building, but still gives the user a feel of a simplistic building structure when looking at
the main and rear entrances. This is shown in the Figure 6 below.

Figure 51: Exterior North Main Entrance

Concluding Remarks:
The design of the New AE Building on University of Nebraska – Omaha’s campus started off as
an idea about designing a building similar to an open book, and it ended as an aesthetically
pleasing, three-story building. This building has a floor plan that lets the user flow simply
through each floor. There are five staircases located throughout the building, allowing maximum
accessibility between each floor. The center stair case connects each wing together, but keeps
the extremely open concept the glass atrium walls and ceiling provide. This glass atrium, along
with the curtain walls on the West and East wall, allow natural light to enter the building. Leaving
the North and South exterior walls empty of all windows, created the simplistic design I aimed to
achieve, drawing the user towards the large main entryway. This allows the user to experience
the “pulse” of the New AE Building encouraging them to stay.
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Presentation Oral Presentation
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1 Quality and completeness of the design- Level of details
2 Creativity in design - Innovative design solution for defined challenges
3 Quality of presentation Slides- Use of visual layout with relevant graphs, charts and clear slides
4 Oral Presentation- Professionalism, time management, address questions, sharing and selling their idea well
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